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EDITORIAL
Dagmar Medková, Jiří Rákosník,
Tomáš Vejchodský, Praha
Dear reader,
The Institute of Mathematics of the Czech Academy of Sciences, the publisher
of Mathematica Bohemica decided that, starting with the first issue of volume 144
(2019), the journal will become an open access journal. All the published content
of Mathematica Bohemica including online first papers will be freely available on
the website of the Institute of Mathematics at http://mb.math.cas.cz/ and in
the Czech Digital Mathematics Library at https://dml.cz/handle/10338.dmlcz/
134226/ without a delay.
Simultaneously, we will continue publishing Mathematica Bohemica in four printed
issues per year with about 120 pages per issue. These printed issues will be further
available for purchase. Interested subscribers should contact the library of the Insti-
tute of Mathematics at the email address subscription@math.cas.cz.
The business model for Mathematica Bohemica will be no-fee open access, also
known as “platinum” or “diamond”. This means that the published papers are
freely available for readers and no article processing fees are charged to the
authors. All production and publishing costs will be covered by the Institute of
Mathematics. We prefer this model because we are convinced that article processing
fees are not correct. A situation when the author pays a fee to the publisher to
publish his or her work creates necessarily a severe conflict of interests. We wish to
avoid it.
We endorse the Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences
and Humanities signed by the Czech Academy of Sciences in 2008. The papers in
Mathematica Bohemica will be published under Creative Commons public licence
CC BY-NC-ND allowing to download, share, and re-use the content provided it is
not changed, not used commercially, and the authors and source are properly ac-
knowledged and cited. Authors will hold and retain the copyright for their published
papers.
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The Editor in Chief together with the Editorial Board and the Editorial Office
strive to keep strict peer review process. Mathematica Bohemica will continue to
be indexed and abstracted in zbMATH, MathSciNet, and Scopus, as well as in Web
of Science within the Emerging Sources Citation Index. We believe that this will
soon result in issuing an Impact Factor for Mathematica Bohemica, which may be
a further impulse for an increase of its quality. We will also apply for the journal to
be accepted to the Directory of Open Access Journals.
We believe that the changes will be broadly appreciated and that publishing Math-
ematica Bohemica in the open access regime will attract more readers and authors.
Stronger competition will contribute to further increase of the quality of the scientific
content.
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